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Electron-impact desorption of metastable molecular nitrogen~N2* ! from N2 condensed on Xe or Kr
multilayer films is investigated as a function of electron energy~0–70 eV!, rare-gas film thickness, and N2
coverage. The different behaviors are explained with a simple mathematical expression which takes into
account the parameters influencing the magnitude of the desorption yields. Two basic mechanisms are identi-
fied to contribute to the observed N2* yields: the direct excitation and electronic energy transfer. The former
mechanism proceeds via electronic excitation of adsorbed N2 by the primary electron beam followed by
exciton motion to the surface and desorption. In the energy-transfer mechanism, primary electrons first create
excitons in the rare-gas films which then transfer their energy to the adsorbed N2 molecules. N2* desorption at
the N2-film-vacuum interface can proceed via intramolecular to molecule-surface bond vibrational energy
exchange and via cavity expulsion. When energy transfer dominates desorption, the N2* yield function clearly
bears the characteristics of exciton creation in the rare-gas film. The relative contributions of these two
mechanisms depend on the impact electron energy, and layer thickness of N2 and rare-gas film. The different
energy-transfer efficiencies between excited rare-gas atoms and N2 molecules is found to be the major cause
for the observed difference in N2* yield between the Xe and Kr film substrates.@S0163-1829~96!05920-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between electronically excited solids and
adsorbed molecular species has been demonstrated to have
significant potential for the selective modification of solids
and adsorbate system.1–3 Investigations of the nature of the
initial excitation and the nature of the coupling between the
solid and the adsorbed species can provide an understanding
of energy deposition, transport, and trapping processes in the
solid phase. Elementary processes in DIET~desorption in-
duced by electronic transitions! include primary excitation,
evolution of electronic excitation~propagation, localization,
and on-site evolution like Auger decay, etc.! and coupling of
the electronic excitation to nuclear motion.4 The study of the
desorption phenomenon in double-layer films is expected to
provide information on these elementary processes. Electron
impact may induce primary excitations of the species in such
targets, and the evolution of the electronic excitation may
include various possible excitation-energy transfer and decay
processes.

The excitation and relaxation processes in rare-gas~RG!
solids are presently quite well understood.5–7 The energy is
initially deposited via creation of a free exciton or free-
electron-hole pairs. Relaxation pathways include radiative
decay8 and nonradiative quenching,9,10 as well as trapping in
a dimer or an atomic configuration. Different options for
trapping modalities~molecular and atomic self-trapped exci-
tons! and sites~imperfections, impurities, and surface! lead
to a rich spectrum of vacuum-ultraviolet luminescence.5–13

The trapping and localization of excitons are essential to
desorption.6,7 These processes are very sensitive to surface
conditions, and the desorption and luminescence features are
modified by adding foreign atoms or molecules to RG
solids.14,15

While desorption of species in long-lived electronically
excited states~i.e., metastable species! only accounts for a
small fraction of the desorbed particles, it provides the pos-
sibility for isolating particular processes of importance in
understanding DIET. Stimulated metastable-particle~MP!
desorption has been observed from condensed RG
solids.10,12,16–20The desorption mechanism is believed to be
cavity expulsion,10 which suggests that the excited atom or
molecule located at the surface experiences a repulsive inter-
action with all neighbors if the matrix has a negative electron
affinity, and this repulsive potential propels the excited spe-
cies into vacuum. Inside the bulk, this repulsion leads to the
formation of a cavity around the excited particle. In crystals
with a positive electron affinity, the excited particle is not
expelled owing to the attractive interaction of the excited-
orbit electron cloud with the neighbor atoms. Quantitative
calculations21 were able to predict details of the Ar*
desorption19 and the absence of cavity expulsion of Kr* from
Kr crystals ~Kr and Xe have a positive bulk electron
affinity6!.

Recently, we observed MP desorption from condensed N2
and CO films.22 MP desorption thresholds lie at energies of
7.2 and 11.5 eV for excitation of theB3Pg andE

3S g
1 states

of N2, respectively. For CO, the MP desorption threshold at
8.0 eV is due to the formation of the vibrationally excited
a83S1 state.22 Desorption of N2* above 11 eV arises from the
repulsive interaction of N2* with the solid matrix~i.e., cavity
expulsion!, while desorption of N2* below 11 eV and CO* is
due to the transfer of internal vibrational energy to the
molecule-surface bond.22 Desorption induced by a mono-
chromatic electron beam in double-layer films containing a
multilayer of Xe onto which a single layer of the diatomic
molecules N2 and CO was condensed has been investigated
by Mannet al.23 The desorbed species were found to be N2*
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and CO*. The results showed an electron-energy dependence
of the MP signal~i.e., a yield function! which resembled that
for UV photons from a pure Xe film, indicating that the
desorption of N2* and CO* is mainly a bulk-mediated
process.23 It was proposed that the MP desorption is induced
by an energy-transfer mechanism:23 Xe bulk excitons are ex-
cited, and carry the initial excitation energy to the molecule-
atom interface. There a diatomic molecule can be excited by
an energy transfer from the Xe substrate as a result of a
‘‘collision’’ between a Xe exciton and the adsorbate mol-
ecule, similar to gas-phase excitation energy transfer. The
desorbed metastables were considered to be vibrationally ex-
cited N2(B

3Pg), CO~a83S1!, and CO~d3D!.23 Having life-
times of severalms,24 the N2(B), CO~a8!, and CO(d) are
sufficient long lived to desorb via vibrational energy
transfer.25–28They in turn decay to the lowest excited states
N2(A

3S u
1) and CO~a3P!, respectively, on their way to the

detector.
While experiments with pure N2 and CO films22 clearly

showed that direct excitations induced by the electron beam
lead to desorption of N2* and CO*, the results from experi-
ments on Xe films covered with one monolayer of N2 and
CO ~Ref. 23! suggest that the energy-transfer mechanism
dominates the stimulated MP desorption in this double-layer
system. Nevertheless, direct desorption should also be
present. The present work concentrates on the N2 molecule
and investigates N2-covered Xe and Kr films in an effort to
understand the dynamics of MP desorption in such systems.
Experiments are performed on the thickness dependence of
both the N2 and RG films within an extended electron-energy
range. To understand the magnitude of the MP yields related
to N2 thickness in double-layer systems, we further perform
a thickness-dependent experiment on pure N2 films. A simple
model is developed to explain the experimental results.
While the information obtained with Xe films at very low
electron energies corroborates the previous hypothesis of
Mann et al.,23 we find that on covered Kr films the energy-
transfer mechanism alone cannot explain our observations
even in the threshold region. Direct desorption is also in-
volved. The relative contribution of the two processes~direct
excitation and energy transfer! depends on the impact elec-
tron energy and layer thickness of N2 and rare-gas films.
Different energy-transfer efficiencies between excited rare-
gas atoms and N2 molecules are found to be responsible for
the observed difference in N2* yields between the Xe and Kr
substrate films.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed in an ultrahigh-vacuum
system reaching a base pressure of;10210 Torr. The appa-
ratus has been described in detail previously.19 Briefly, a
well-collimated low-energy~1–70 eV! electron beam im-
pinges on a Pt~111! single crystal at 18° with respect to the
surface normal; the induced UV luminescence and desorbed
metastable particles are measured with a large-area micro-
channel plate array which is superimposed on a position-
sensitive anode. The electronic energy threshold for the de-
tection of metastable particles is estimated to lie around 6
eV.19 The electron beam has an intensity of 1 nA which is
independent of electron energy in the range 5–70 eV; its

energy resolution is 60-meV full width at half maximum.
The energy of the vacuum level is calibrated60.3 eV by
measuring the onset of the target current as the voltage be-
tween the electron source and the target is slowly increased.
The crystal, which is mounted on the tip of a closed-cycle
helium cryostat, can be cooled to 20 K and cleaned by elec-
trical heating and Ar bombardment. The target films are
grown on the Pt~111! surface by condensing from the vapor-
phase Xe, Kr, and N2 gases. These were supplied by Mathe-
son of Canada Ltd. with a purity of 99.9995%. The thickness
of a film is estimated from the amount of gas introduced and
the quantity required to build the first monolayer~ML ! as
inferred from temperature-programmed desorption.19 The re-
producibility of the film thicknesses is estimated to be
610%.

III. RESULTS

A. MP desorption from N2 layers condensed on Xe films

In Fig. 1, the MP desorption yield function from 1-ML N2
condensed on 50 ML of Xe~1N2/50Xe, reproduced from
Ref. 23! is compared to that from a pure N2 film of 50 ML.
The yield function from 50-ML N2 @Fig. 1~b!# is similar to
that published in Ref. 22, recorded for incident electron en-
ergies between 5 and 19 eV. Two regions of large intensity
difference can be seen in Fig. 1~b!, with thresholds at 7.2 and
11.8 eV, respectively, in agreement within the limits of the
experimental error with previous results.22 According to the
latter,22 the MP signal between 7.2 and 11.8 eV in Fig. 1~b!
can be assigned to the excitation and desorption of theB3Pg
state of N2, and that above 11.8 eV to theE3S g

1 state of N2,
respectively. For 1N2/50Xe @Fig. 1~a!#, the yield function

FIG. 1. ~a! Metastable molecular nitrogen~N2* ! desorption
yields induced by 5–26-eV electron impact on a 50-monolayer
~ML ! Xe film covered by 1 ML of N2 ~1N2/50Xe, reproduced from
Ref. 23!. ~b! Same MP desorption yield function for a pure 50-ML
N2 film.
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exhibits a threshold around 7.0 eV followed by a peak with
its maximum at 9.8 eV. After a decrease in signal, the MP
yield increases again, starting at an energy of 16 eV. A
strong resemblance has been observed between the MP
desorption yield function from 1N2/50Xe and the lumines-
cence yield from a pure Xe film~not presented here, see Ref.
16 and 23!. From this comparison, it was proposed that
N2* desorbs in theB

3Pg state from 1N2/50Xe via the energy-
transfer mechanism.23 It is obvious in Fig. 1 that the yield
functions from 1N2/50Xe and 50-ML N2 bear different char-
acteristics, indicating the existence of different desorption
mechanisms. In these two systems, N2* was the only meta-
stable species produced.22,23

In the N2/Xe systems studied here, time-of-flight~TOF!
distributions of the desorbed MP are observed to be the same
as those for the 1N2/50Xe system previously studied,23

which were found to have a maximum at 4465 ms, and are
interpreted to be due to metastable molecular nitrogen. The
present MP yields are therefore also interpreted as due to N2* .
No MP desorption is observed from pure multilayer Kr and
Xe films.

The N2* yield dependence on the thickness of adsorbed N2
on Xe films are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, for electron energies
in the extended range 0–70 eV. These results were obtained
from films prepared by condensing various amounts of N2 on
a 40-ML Xe film condensed on the Pt~111! surface. The
overall magnitude of the signal increases with N2 thickness.
For 1, 2, and 4 ML of N2 ~Fig. 2!, the N2* yield function
bears the same characteristics. The desorption threshold is
observed around 7.0 eV, and three peaks are observed at
10.3, 23, and 35 eV whose widths increase and whose am-
plitudes diminish with increasing energy. These characteris-
tics favor assignment of the three peaks to excitation of one,

two, and three excitons in Xe, respectively, due to multiple
inelastic scattering of electrons. It implies that Xe* transfer
plays an important role for impact energy up to at least 35
eV.

For N2 thickness greater than 4 ML~Fig. 3!, the peak at
10.3 eV decreases considerably with N2 thickness. However,
the signal between 16 and 70 eV increases further and be-
comes a structureless curve of higher intensity between 30
and 40 eV. For 40-ML N2 on 40-ML Xe ~not shown!, the
peak at 10.3 eV vanishes, and the MP desorption yield func-
tion curve resembles that of a pure condensed N2 film. The
different trend for the two impact energy regions is demon-
strated in the inset in Fig. 3 by a plot of the signals at 10.3
and 50 eV as a function of N2 thickness. The data for
40N2/40Xe are also used in the inset. While the intensity at
50 eV continually increases with N2 thickness, the signal at
10.3 eV increases to a maximum at 4-ML N2 and decreases
rapidly with higher N2 thickness.

In Fig. 4, the N2* yield dependence on the thickness of N2
adsorbed on a 26-ML Xe film is shown in greater detail. The
impact energies of 10.0 and 24.0 eV are chosen to obtain
strong desorption yields@see Figs. 1~a! and 2#. The MP yield
increases more or less linearly up to 3 ML of N2. A maxi-
mum lies at about 4.4 ML for an incident energy of 10 eV
while for 24 eV a plateau is reached.

The N2* yield as a function of the thickness of the Xe film
is shown in Fig. 5. It increases rapidly with the thickness of
the Xe film, and saturates at 3 ML of Xe.

FIG. 2. N2* desorption yields induced by 0–70-eV electron im-
pact on a 40-ML Xe film covered by various amounts of N2.

FIG. 3. N2* desorption yield function from a 40-ML Xe film
covered by various amounts of N2. Inset: MP signals at 10.3 and 50
eV ~taken from the yield function curves! as a function of N2 thick-
ness, kCPS refers to 103 counts/s.
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The thickness dependence of the N2* yield function from
pure N2 films is shown in Fig. 6. The semilogarithmic curves
are similar in shape for various N2 thicknesses. Analysis of
the data in Fig. 6 indicates that within the 20–70 eV range
the signal increases more or less linearly with N2 thickness
between 2 and 5 ML; above 5 ML, the rate of increase re-
duces gradually with a tendency toward saturation above 20

ML. Examples of these behaviors are given in Fig. 7 for
incident energies of 24 and 50 eV.

B. MP desorption from N2 layers condensed on Kr films

As in the case of N2/Xe double-layer films, TOF distribu-
tions of the desorbed MP signal from N2/Kr systems indicate
that the desorbed species is N2* . The results reported in this
section are therefore interpreted to be due to metastable mo-
lecular nitrogen desorption.

The N2* desorption yield function for 1N2/50Kr is shown
in Fig. 8~a! and the yield function of the luminescence emit-
ted from a pure Kr film, taken from Ref. 16, is shown in Fig.
8~b! for a comparison. The photon signal in Fig. 8~b! exhib-
its a strong dependence on the electron energy with two re-
gions of pronounced photon yield being discernible. The first
peak has its onset at 10 eV, near the energy for exciting the
first exciton in the Kr film.4,16 The second region, character-
ized by an onset near 20 eV, has been attributed to the exci-
tation of two excitons due to multiple scattering.16 The de-
crease of the luminescence above 13 eV is due to the
excitation of free-electron-hole pairs that have nonradiative
relaxation channels~e.g., quenching at the film-metal
interface!.16 In Fig. 8~a!, the N2* desorption signal exhibits a
threshold at about 7.2 eV. Two further features can be rec-
ognized at 10.5 and 12.0 eV, followed by a peak with a
maximum at 13.5 eV.

The shape of the N2* yield function in Fig. 8~a! is com-
pletely different from that of a pure 50-ML N2 film @Fig.
1~b!#, which exhibits a continuous increase in MP signal in
the energy range 12–25 eV. The influence of the substrate Kr

FIG. 4. The dependence of N2* desorption yield on the thickness
of the adsorbed N2 layers for N2 adsorbed on a 26-ML Xe film, and
electron-impact energies of 10.0 and 24.0 eV.

FIG. 5. The N2* desorption yield for 10-eV impact energy, as a
function of the thickness of Xe space layers. 2 ML of N2 were
condensed on each Xe film.

FIG. 6. Semilogarithmic N2* desorption yield functions for N2
films of different thicknesses.
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film is obvious: the two curves in Fig. 8 have structures at
10.5 and 12 eV, with a minimum around 20 eV. These two
curves also have different features. There is an obvious dif-
ference in the thresholds: 7.2 eV for N2* desorption from

1N2/50Kr, which is much lower than the 10-eV threshold of
the luminescence signal of a pure Kr film. An additional
feature is present at 13.5 eV for 1N2/50Kr, and the relative
signal intensity in the two main regions differs@e.g., the
minimum is shallower for the curve in~a! than that in~b!,
and the intensity ratio at 25 eV to that at 12 eV is larger in
~a! than in ~b!#. Thus an additional contribution, which in-
creases with electron energy, is present in~a!.

Experiments similar to those performed with Xe spacer
layers were also conducted on the thickness dependence of
N2* desorption from N2 deposited on Kr layers. The results
for variable N2 thicknesses on a 26-ML Kr film are shown in
Fig. 9 for impact energies of 13.5 and 26.0 eV. Compared to
the results in Fig. 4, the MP yield increases more sharply
with N2 coverage up to 1-ML N2, and then increases less and
reaches a maximum at about 3.4-ML N2. The decrease ob-
served for a higher coverage of N2 is more pronounced for an
impact energy of 13.5 eV.

The N2* desorption yield as a function of the thickness of
Kr films is shown in Fig. 10. The yield increases rapidly with
the thickness of Kr films for thickness below 9 ML, and has
a tendency to saturate thereafter.

IV. DISCUSSION

From the dependence of the MP signal on the impact
electron energy, we are able to identify the primary excita-
tions which lead to desorption of metastable particles.22,23

For example, in Fig. 1~a! the enhancement in N2* desorption
due to Xe has a maximum at an electron energy of 10 eV,
which is near the maximum at 10 eV in Xe
luminescence.16,23An exciton in the Xe film is produced, and
transfers its energy to N2 molecules, as evidenced by an en-

FIG. 7. N2* signal intensity as a function of N2 thickness, de-
duced from Fig. 6.

FIG. 8. ~a! Yield function of electron-impact-stimulated N2* de-
sorption from a 50-ML Kr film covered by 1 ML of N2 ~1N2/50Kr!.
~b! Luminescence signal from a 25-ML Kr film produced by
8–28-eV electron impact~reproduced from Ref. 16!.

FIG. 9. N2* desorption yields induced by 13.5- and 26.0-eV
electron impact and plotted as a function of thickness of N2 layers
adsorbed on a 26-ML Kr film.
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ergy dependence of MP desorption characteristic of Xe
luminescence.16 However, since N2* desorption is also ob-
served from pure N2 films @Fig. 1~b!#, the contribution of
desorption by direct excitation by the electron beam, which
is expected to increase with incident energy, has to be con-
sidered as well. In fact, all our results can be explained by
the interplay of these two desorption channels.

Consider N2 molecules condensed on a RG~in our case
Xe or Kr! film, as shown in Fig. 11. The yield of direct
desorption (Yd) and that induced by energy transfer (Yt) are
functions of the electron energy and the numbers of layers in
both N2 and RG films (TN2 and TRG!. The total MP yield
Y5Yd1Yt then reflects changes in the intensity of either or
bothYd andYt . Factors including the excitation probability,
electron-beam attenuation, exciton motion in the N2 and RG
films, energy-transfer efficiency, and desorption probability
must be all considered. In doing so,Yd andYt can be ex-
pressed as

Yd5Pdnd~N2* !}Pd(
L51

TN2

$PN
2*
@MN2

,I e~L !# fN2~L !%, ~1!

and

Yt5Pdnt~N2* !5PdI t fN2~TN2!n~RG* !

}PdI t fN2~TN2! (D51

TRG

$PRG* @MRG,I e~D,TN2!# fRG~D !%,

~2!

wherePd is the desorption probability of N2* at the surface
during a given time interval,nd~N2* ! andnt~N2* ! are numbers
of N2* present at the surface which are produced by direct
excitation of N2 or by energy transfer from RG excitons,
respectively. Direct excitation means that the primary exci-
tation occur in N2, including excitation of surface N2 by N2
bulk exciton which can transfer energy within the N2 film. I t
is the sum of the transfer integrals between RG and N2 ex-
citons.n~RG* ! is the amount of RG* present at the N2-RG
interface.PN

2*
andPRG* are excitation probabilities to form

N2* and RG*, which are functions of the electronic excitation
matrix elementsM and electron-beam intensityI e . In a N2
film, I e depends on the distanceL from the surface; in a RG
film, I e depends both on the distanceD from the interface
and the thickness of the adsorbed N2 film. The exciton-
motion functionfN2(L) or fRG(D) reflects the probability of
the exciton to move to the surface, or the N2-RG interface in
case of a RG exciton.

The desorption probabilityPd is discussed first. A pure
N2 film is a special case ofTRG50, where only direct de-
sorption can be present, i.e.,Y[Yd . The results for pure N2
films @Figs. 1~b! and 6# show that the yield is very small for
incident energy below 11.5 eV but increases above this en-
ergy. This is becausePd depends on the electronic states of
N2. As we found in previous work,22 above 11.5 eV N2 in
the Rydberg stateE3S g

1 desorbs as a result of cavity expul-
sion, a mechanism which produces much stronger yields than
desorption via internal vibrational energy transfer from N2 in
the valence stateB3Pg , which is the only state produced at
lower energies. The desorption probability of N2* (B) de-
pends on the excitation of vibrational levels and the subse-
quent transfer of intramolecular vibrational energy to the
molecule-surface bond.25–28 Mainly N2* ~B, y51–5! can be
excited by direct electron excitation in N2, according to gas-
phase assignment,29 whereas a different vibrational popula-
tion results from energy transfer from rare gases.

There exist experimental results and theoretical explana-
tions for excitation energy transfer between Xe* , Kr* , and
N2 ~Refs. 30 and 31! in the gas phase. Collisions at thermal
energy are observed to produce vibrationally selective
electronic-to-electronic energy transfer for near-resonant lev-
els. For Xe, these reactions can be expressed as

Xe* ~3P2!1N2~X!→Xe~1S0!1N2* ~B3Pg ,y55! ~3!

and

Xe* ~3P0!1N2~X!→Xe~1S0!1N2* ~B3Pg ,y510–11!.
~4!

For Kr, the situation is more complicated; collision between
Kr* ~3P2! and N2 yields

FIG. 10. The N2* desorption yield at an electron-impact energy
of 13.5 eV displayed as a function of the thickness of a Kr spacer
layer. 2 ML of N2 were condensed on each Kr film.

FIG. 11. Model for a N2-RG double-layer film condensed on
Pt~111!. ei : incident electron beam. RG: rare-gas film~Xe or Kr!.
TN2: thickness of the N2 film. TRG: thickness of the RG film.L:
distance within the N2 film from the surface.D: distance within the
RG film from the interface.
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Kr* ~3P2!1N2~X!→Kr~1S0!1N2* ~B3Pg ,y54–11!,
~5!

but no N2* products are observed with Kr* ~3P0!, which re-
flects the lack of triplet acceptor states in the 10.5-eV range.
N2*(B) is the only metastable species observed by excitation
energy transfer with Xe* and Kr* . Thus the interaction be-
tween N2 and excitons derived from the atomic configura-
tions Xe* ~3P2! and Xe* ~3P0!, or Kr* ~3P2! at the N2-RG in-
terface, is expected to produce aB state by energy transfer in
much higher vibrational levels than by direct electron im-
pact. Since vibrational energy transfer to the molecule-
surface bond at the film-vacuum interface is strongly depen-
dent on the intramolecular vibrational quantum number,27 Pd

should be substantially larger when N2* is created via the
energy-transfer mechanism. As seen in Fig. 1, below 11.5
eV, where desorption is only possible from vibrational en-
ergy exchange, desorption from a single layer of N2 on a
50-ML Xe film produces a N2* yield one order of magnitude
larger than those produced from a 50-ML N2 film. A similar
enhancement can be seen for the case of N2 on Kr in Fig.
8~a! compared to Fig. 1~b!.

Insight into the behavior of the exciton-motion function
fN2(L) can be acquired from the results on the thickness

dependence of the MP signal from pure N2 films ~Fig. 7!.
Above two layers the influence of metal surface on N2* de-
sorption appears to be relatively weak since a linear increase
with TN2 occurs from two to five layers~i.e., Yd}TN2 for

2<TN2,5 at constant incident energyE0!. Thus, according
to Eq. ~1!, one can interpret this result as due to a yield
directly proportional to the summation limitTN2 with PN

2*

and fN2(L) being independent of thickness. Furthermore,

fN2(L) is necessarily nonzero, and we must conclude that
exciton motion exists in a pure N2 film. The slower increase
at above 5 ML is probably the result of electron-beam at-
tenuation and/or a reduction infN2(L) sincePd is expected
to remain the same. Since the signal does not saturate up to
40 ML of N2, we conclude that the mean exciton penetration
depth is larger than 40 ML. The existence of exciton motion
in a N2 film is of primary importance in the following dis-
cussions, which are all based on this fact.

We have two cases of thickness-dependent experiments:
case A,TRG5const, withTN2 increasing, and case B,TN2
5const, with TRG increasing. The results shown in Figs.
2, 3, and 4, as well as those in Fig. 9, belong to case A, and
those in Figs. 5 and 10 to case B. We can predict from Eqs.
~1! and~2! that, in case A,Yd should increase withTN2, the
same as in pure N2 films, whileYt should only increase up to
a few layers of coverage as a result of increasingI t , which is
proportional to the number of molecules available for energy
transfer. Beyond that coverage,I t should remain constant
with increasing N2 thickness, butfN2(TN2) is expected to
decrease due to the finite exciton penetration depth. Further-
more, the attenuation of the electron-beam intensity
I e~D, TN2! will reduce the primary excitations in RG films.
In case B, obviouslyYd will remain constant, whileYt will
increase as a function ofTRG up to a thickness, where full

attenuation of the elastic beam and/or the RG exciton total
penetration depth is reached. These behaviors are summa-
rized in Table I.

We now return to results for N2/Xe to point out that the
MP desorption yieldY for 1N2/50Xe resembles the elec-
tronic excitation function of Xe~i.e., PXe*! and does not
have the shape ofYd ~Fig. 1!. We can therefore conclude that
Y is dominated by the energy-transfer mechanism at low
impact energies~i.e., Yd does not contribute significantly to
the signal!, as established by Mannet al.23 The same is true
for low to intermediateTN2 in Fig. 2, indicating that this is a
strong desorption option. The minimum at around 16 eV in
Figs. 1~a! and 2 should be less profound if there were any
significantYd contribution around this energy. There is some
Yd contribution forE0.16 eV, this can be deduced from
Figs. 2 and 3, whereYd accounts for a much shallower mini-
mum at about 28 eV, and the overall increase of signal be-
tween 16 and 70 eV with increasingTN2. Thus, forE0,16
eV, we have thenYt@Yd with the total MP desorptionY'Yt
for Xe. This condition applies to the curvesE0510 eV in
Fig. 4 andE0510.3 eV in the inset of Fig. 3, where the yield
increases withTN2 for small N2 thickness as a result of an
increase in the transfer probabilityI t up to about 4 ML of
N2. With a further increase ofTN2 , beam attenuation reduces
the production of the Xe exciton and the decrease in
fN2(TN2) further reduces the number of N2* arriving at the
surface, henceYt . Thus a maximum is observed experimen-
tally. At higher impact energies~E0524 eV in Fig. 4, and
E0550 eV in the inset of Fig. 3!, theYd contribution can no
more be neglected: the increase inYd with TN2 compensates
for the decrease inYt , causing, instead of a maximum, a
plateau forE0524 eV in Fig. 4, and a continual increase of
Y as a function ofTN2 in Fig. 3. A similar behavior is ob-
served for the N2* yield as a function of N2 thickness on a
26-ML Kr film as seen in Fig. 9. In this case a maximum
occurs before saturation forE0526 eV, indicating an overlap
of Yd andYt contributions in N2/Kr double-layer films~see
Table I, case A!.

We want to point out that under conditions where the
energy-transfer mechanism dominates, such as forE0510.3
eV in the inset of Fig. 3, one may be able to derive the
fN2(TN2) value, from experimental results of aYt as a func-

tion of TN2 using Eq.~2!. Such a determination of the mean
free path of excitons in the N2 film, however, depends on the
probability to form Xe* which is also affected by the N2
thickness, as expressed byI e(D,TN2). By neglecting the in-
fluence of N2 thickness on the Xe* excitation and fitting the

TABLE I. Behavior of the direct N2* desorption yieldYd , the
excitation energy transfer N2* desorption yieldYt , and the total
yield (Y5Yd1Yt) with increasing film thickness of molecular ni-
trogen (TN2) and rare gas~TRG!. Case A corresponds toTRG5const
with TN2 increasing,B to TN25const withTRG increasing.1: in-
crease,2: decrease,5: remains the same.

Yd Yt Y

A 1,5 1,2 maximum may exist
B 5 1,5 reach a plateau
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data points forTN2>4 in Fig. 3, a lower limit of 20 ML for

the mean free path of N2 excitons created by 10.3-eV elec-
trons is obtained.

Case B is well represented by the results of Figs. 5 and
10: the MP yields increase and saturate as a function ofTRG
~see Table I!. The RG film thickness dependence of the N2*
yield confirms the involvement of the energy-transfer mecha-
nism in the desorption process. The signal saturates at lower
thicknesses in the case of a Xe substrate film, indicating a
difference in the behavior of the functionn~RG* ! in Eq. ~2!
~i.e., the density of the exciton for energy transfer at the
N2-RG interface reaches a maximum around 10 ML in the
case of Kr, and around 3 ML in the case of Xe!. We now
further examine the differences between Xe and Kr in the
region E0,16 eV, where the energy-transfer mechanism
dominates the MP desorption in the N2/Xe system.

Comparing Figs. 1~a! and 8~a! for the N2* yield from
1N2/50Xe and 1N2/50Kr, it is obvious that the MP yield
function depends strongly on the kind of RG solid on which
the diatomic molecules are adsorbed. This fact per se pro-
vides strong evidence of the involvement of RG solids in MP
desorption, as proposed by Mannet al.23 For 1-ML N2 on a
50-ML Kr film, if MP desorption were to proceed only via
excitation energy transfer from excitons in Kr film to the
adsorbed molecules, the MP yield functions would have the
same energy dependence as the Kr luminescence, as it is the
case for the 1N2/50Xe film. Indeed, a coarse similarity is
observed for the 1N2/50Kr double-layer film, as shown in
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, but the observed differences suggest con-
siderable contribution from direct desorption withYt>Yd .
The identical desorption threshold of 7.2 eV for 1N2/50Kr
and the pure 50-ML N2 film @Figs. 8~a! and 1~b!# indicates
that primary excitation of N2 to theB

3Pg state also contrib-
utes to N2* desorption from 1N2/50Kr. The two features at
10.5 and 12.0 eV in the yield function for 1N2/50Kr @Fig.
8~a!# can easily be assigned to the energy-transfer mecha-
nism, based on the fact that these two maxima are also ob-
served in Fig. 8~b! for Kr luminescence. The broad maxi-
mum at 14.5 eV for the pure N2 film is shifted to lower
energy in the yield function for 1N2/50Kr, giving a maxi-
mum at 13.5 eV from theYd contribution.

The differences inYd andYt contributions for MP desorp-
tion from Xe and Kr substrate films may come from one or
both of the following possibilities: first, Kr compared to Xe
may have a lower efficiency for transferring its excitation
energy to adsorbates@i.e., the sum of the transfer integrals
has a smaller magnitude for Kr givingI t~Kr!,I t~Xe!#. Hence
according to Eq.~2! Yt~Kr!,Yt~Xe! and the effect of theYd
contribution become more visible from Kr than from Xe sub-
strates even ifYd is the same in both cases. That would mean
that on a covered Xe film,Yd is present, but its contribution
is overwhelmed by the energy-transfer mechanism. Second,
the directly excited state of the adsorbates may be quenched
in the presence of Xe, such thatYd~Xe!,Yd~Kr!. We believe

that these two factors work together to produce the observed
differences in yields between Kr and Xe. A similar trend has
been observed in low-energy electron-induced anion desorp-
tion, where anion yields were found to be enhanced for RG
solids covered with simple molecules as the result of energy
and charge transfer from the RG to the adsorbate.32 The en-
hancement~i.e., the transfer efficiency! was found to be on
the order of Xe.Kr@Ar. Above the energy of enhancement,
quenching of the direct signal was observed in the same ex-
periment, again on the order of Xe.Kr@Ar.

Further support of our hypothesis comes from gas-phase
data. The quenching rate constant of Kr* in N2 is smaller
than that for Xe* in N2. For Kr* ~3P2!, it is only 0.41310211

cm3/s, while that for Xe* ~3P2!, it has been measured to lie in
the range 1.9–2.48310211 cm3/s.31,33,34Since N2*(B) is the
only product in both cases,30,31the quenching rate constant is
equivalent to the formation rate constant of N2* (B). Assum-
ing that in our films the energy transfer between a Xe~Kr!
exciton and N2 proceeds in a manner similar to a gas-phase
collision, as proposed by Mannet al.,23 N2* (B) formation via
energy transfer should be more effective on a Xe than on a
Kr substrate. This is particularly true of Kr* ~3P0! which has
a very low quenching rate in N2 and produces no N2*
products.31 The Yt contribution is therefore expected to be
larger for Xe than for Kr, in support of our experimental
finding.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a detailed analysis of low-energy-electron-
stimulated desorption of metastable particles for N2 layers
adsorbed on Kr and Xe multilayer films. The N2* desorption
yields were found to depend on the direct excitation of elec-
tronic states in the N2 adsorbate film by the incident electron
beam, and on electronic energy transfer from the rare gas to
the adsorbate. The two contributions vary in magnitude with
electron energy and the respective thicknesses of the double-
layer systems. Energy transfer dominates MP desorption in
N2/Xe double-layer films at low electron energy~E0<16 eV!
and low-to-intermediate N2 thickness~TN2<4 ML!, whereas
in the N2/Kr systems, both the direct and energy-transfer
mechanisms contribute substantially to the total N2* yields.
For both systems, the direct desorption contribution in-
creases with electron energy, and is observed from Kr films
even at very low electron energies. The differences in the
behavior of the desorption yields between N2/Kr and N2/Xe
films has been ascribed mainly to the higher efficiency for
energy transfer from excitons in Xe films to adsorbed N2
molecules than from those in Kr films.
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